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The river crashes down Mountain, churning through Boulder, sweeping along Fish and Silt like a 
grandmother sweeping up her kitchen.  Occasionally Adrenaline-Junky-Leaf  will jump out and take 
a ride and sometimes the Crazy-Tree-Limb will surf, but by and large, most creatures are frightened 
away ‘til the river’s youthful exuberance is worked out.  Before long Rock comes out to sun itself  and 
Swallow dives in to catch Spiraling Bug in the cascading pool as the river splashes and jumps his way 
through the failing daylight.  At night Moon reaches out to rest on Whitecap while Deer watches its 
reflection like a baby staring into a mirror.  A splash here or there reminds anyone interested that Fish 
can fly and Beaver slaps.  The river pays no mind and keeps rolling along.

Ever see someone get distracted with unimportant stuff?  Well, somewhere down Mountain and be-
yond Canyon the river widens and becomes less focused and easily distracted with Adolescent Stream 
and Coyote lapping.  Laying on it’s back enjoying the cranky arm of  Old-Aspen-Tree stretching out 
to get one last drink the river grows wide and sleepy.  Who can blame him?  Mountain and Canyon 
demanded a lot. 

In the river’s half-sleep Sun borrows a few million gallons, stockpiling them in a cloud or two close by.  
Farmer siphons off  a million or so more gallons to give a drink to Fruit Tree dumb enough to grow a 
hundred miles away.  Townsfolk take and consume and drink and wash and take several million more 
gallons… and no one ever bothers to ask the river for permission.  Amazingly the river doesn’t seem 
to remember how much has already been given.  It doesn’t seem humanly possible for something to 
keep on giving and giving and never ask for itself, but then again the river isn’t human and has no 
memory... which is maybe where impossibilities are born…

At some point a few hundred miles from birthplace and a few hundred miles away from Big Brother 
the river tires into Large-Stubborn-Damn.  Content, the river doesn’t ask anything.  He just rolls 
around wallowing in his new surroundings.  From time to time he gives Fish to Hawk and playfully 
splashes Boy jumping off  Cliff  but he isn’t interested in doing much.  And so, for seasons the river 
grows deep, sleepy and philosophical.

Remember how it feels when your mom and dad wake you up early for a big, long trip?  You’re grog-
gy, tired and in the middle of  dreaming?  Well, that’s the way the river feels when Rain-Drop starts 
pestering to wake up.  At first the river isn’t too concerned, but Rain-Drop keeps insisting they have 
some place to go.  Over and over it nags and finally the river stretches, yawns, rolls over and pushes 
Earth a little.  Large-Stubborn-Damn isn’t amused and smugly ignores the whole scene.  But Rain-
Drop is persistent.  So, with considerable irritability the river reaches out and claws at Damn.  Of  
course, Damn pretends not to feel a thing.  And for a long time it goes on like this...  Rain nags, the 
river scratches, Damn tosses Tiny-Pebble in but generally ignores everything.  And then deep into the 
night, this river that’s never asked for anything, 
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not a rest, 
not a reason, 
not a vowel, 
not directions, 
not a clue… 
decides its time to ask Damn to move.  Not surprisingly Large-Stubborn-Damn refuses and consid-
ers the whole situation inappropriate.  But his so-called friends overheard the whole conversation.  So 
Cowardly-Rock and Un-seasoned-Dirt send representatives to a clandestine meeting under the cover 
of  Dark.  They debate and argue.  Finally, a decision is made: Damn is declared old-fashioned and 
unreasonable.  Of  course, the news spreads quickly and before the meeting is officially closed the river 
crashes through taking several representatives along to meet Big Brother.  He leaves others behind 
to reconsider loyalties.  Shocked, Large-Stubborn-Damn’s mouth drops open like an old rusted out 
empty horse trough. 

The river roars.  Occasional-Tree or Hillside or Goliath-Boulder object, but each time it appears the 
river might be interrupted the conversation grows more one-sided.  Once again the river rushes with 
powerful intention, striking fear in those watching.  Who dares to ask anything of  the river now?  
Drinkers?  Siphoners?  Damns?  No one.  Even Sun hides its face.  The river, who has asked for noth-
ing, is now demanding everything.  There are no more damns.  There are no more distractions.  There 
is nothing between the river and Big Brother except… Small-Town which is prepared to answer most 
anything except the question currently coming at it.

With no warning Small-Town is ripped off  its foundation. Like an angry farmer in his barn sweeping 
off  old, dirty shelves full of  coffee cans. Weak-Metal groans.  Scared-Plastic cries.  And Soaring-Rivet 
screams.  Wood clings to Cement for dear life, but only shatters in its embarrassing attempt to hold 
on.  The river intoxicated with speed barely notices the protests.  

Then Big Brother comes into sight, waving and dancing, 

“Run faster!  Run faster!”  

And so he does, with a foaming, final burst of  speed.  The brothers embrace and the river loses him-
self  in the sea.         
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